Math 246: Mathematics for Elementary Teachers II

Mathematics

This course covers informal geometry; measurement and the metric system; probability and statistics.

3 Credits

Prerequisites
- Math 245: Mathematics for Elementary Teachers I (Minimum grade: C)
- Pre-requisite: Elementary or Special Education Majors, or Math Education Minors.

Instruction Type(s)
- Lecture: Lecture for Math 246
- Lecture: Correspondence for Math 246
- Lecture: Web Based Lecture for Math 246

Subject Areas
- Mathematics, General
- Mathematics Teacher Education

Related Areas
- Algebra and Number Theory
- Analysis and Functional Analysis
- Art Teacher Education
- Chemistry Teacher Education
- Computer Teacher Education
- English/Language Arts Teacher Education
- Family and Consumer Sciences/Home Economics Teacher Education
- Foreign Language Teacher Education
- Geometry/Geometric Analysis
- Music Teacher Education
- Physical Education Teaching and Coaching
- Physics Teacher Education
- Reading Teacher Education
- Science Teacher Education/General Science Teacher Education
- Social Science Teacher Education
- Topology and Foundations